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Addendum #2 

 

Date: 3/18/2019 

 

Project: MILWAUKEE PUBLIC LIBRARY GOOD HOPE MILL ROAD  

 

 

Proj. #: 170044.00 

 

From: Zimmerman Architectural Studios, Inc. 

 

To: Furniture Manufacturer 

 

This Addendum is issued to modify, explain, and amend the originally issued Specifications and 

Drawings dated 3/8/2019 and is hereby made a part of the Contract Documents. Please acknowledge 

receipt of this Addendum. 

 

 

PLEASE INSERT THIS ADDENDUM IN THE DOCUMENT SET 

 

 

 

DRAWINGS 

 

BID PACKAGE #5 – OPEN LINE FURNITURE 

 

1. We are looking for item T-15, which can be found in the attached document. This item is 

said to be located in room 125, but we cannot find any there (see below image). We did 

find a single T-15 in a different location, however (see below image). Please let me know 

if we are ok with just the single T-15 we found or if there needs to be some changes. 

ZAS RESPONSE: Revise location to Rm 132. Quantity of (1) T-15 located in Print Copy 

132. 

 

2. Hightower Ayre Bench : Picture and specs show it in all wood but the model number is 

incorrect. Model number for the all wood version is HT12500. Would you like us to make 

that change? 

ZAS RESPONSE: Yes, please go off of Wood slat top and metal leg spec (HT12500) 

 

3. Palmer Hamilton tables: Specs to show sizes or model numbers? Can you please 

provide more information for this item? 

ZAS RESPONSE: Table to be 30”w x 30”d x29”h. Product “Squircle  AC” RELOAD-

2930-RD-SC 29”H - 30”RD Self-Charge Battery Table 

 

4.  C-3 Line 1: The KOM (Designtex, Linari) is approved but I received this from KI’s COM 

dept: This fabric has been discontinued, however Designtex has 120 yards in 

stock.  Once this is depleted it will require 30 yard minimum. Just want to verify if you 

want to stick with the upholstery spec knowing that it is being discontinued? 
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ZAS RESPONSE: Specify as COM for now. The library may decide to select a different 

fabric. 

 

5. C-3 Line 2: The bid calls for a qty of (75) however we’re counting (81) on the floor 

plan… 

ZAS RESPONSE : Quantity to be 75 (Disregard 81 chairs showing in plan) 

 

6. C-5 Translucent poly is not available on Ruckus. Below are the standard poly colors 

available: 

ZAS RESPONSE: TBD – color to be selected from full line of color once bid is awarded. 

MPL will need to review. 

 

7. Also the metal 5-star base is standard on Ruckus.  I can check to see if KI can do this is 

a special.  Otherwise, the standard 5-star base options are poly black or warm grey 

ZAS RESPONSE: TBD – color to be selected from full line of color once bid is awarded. 

MPL will need to review. 

 

8. C-5N Description calls for a task chair, but provide the part # and image for a 4-leg. 

Assuming we should go off of the part # and image…4-leg. 

ZAS RESPONSE: (reference image in specs) C-5N to be 4 leg chair with casters 

 

 

9. C-5M: (Same as C-5N) Model # provided is for a steel door, but description calls for a 

frosted door (I’m assuming acrylic)?  

ZAS RESPONSE: (reference image in specs) C-5N to be 4 leg chair with backpack 

holder and casters 

 

10. For the Leland tables (Code T-13), there are two sizes listed in the description.  Can you 

please clarify if the table should be a 42” or 48”. 

ZAS RESPONSE: T-13 to be Leland Quince in lieu of Crystal (due to legs and Myplace 

curve) Diameter to be 36” (22”H) 

 

 

11. Also for the Leland Tables, the top finish is defined as white board (typically will be 

Wilsonart frosty white) then says custom inset of Alphabet. Do you want the alphabet 

printed on the marker board laminate?  

ZAS RESPONSE: Marker board laminate (Wilsonart Frosty White) with alphabet printed 

on the marker board laminate 

What edge type would you like to use? 

ZAS RESPONSE: Wood edge 

 

 

12. T15 location 125 the table shape in the image is different than the description. Can you 

share which one to follow?  

Zas RESPONSE: Table to be National, Alloy, 20”D x 4’-0” standard height table, 

location in area 132. Finishes to match T-5 Alloy. 
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13. T5 indicated on the drawing has two media tables 1 is clearly larger can you the share 

each size? 

ZAS RESPONSE: T-5 in Children’s 125 Same Mio specifications and dimensions, same 

finish specifications, Alloy dimensions to be 48”W x 168”L in lieu of 48”Wx144”L, 8 

standard channels. Alloy/ National table legs to be  childrens height (22”H) for 14”H 

stools and chairs that are to be at this location (Rm 125) only. 

 

14. CT-11 we could not locate can you share the location?  

ZAS RESPONSE: “Holds” shelving at Self checkout 106 

 

 

BID PACKAGE #3 – STEELCASE 

1. Steelcase Sidewalk Chair 

o Confirm the Wilsonart # we need to use (see email) 

ZAS RESPONSE: ArboriteW-459 VL Summer Elm 

 

o Upholstery on this needs to be reselected as it has been discontinued  

ZAS RESPONSE: Specify COM for now (assume vinyl). New selection will need 

to be reviewed and selected with Library. 

 

 

2. Big Lounge’s, Half Lounge’s and Wedges 

o Maharam Coast fabric is in testing as we speak. This can sometimes take up 

to 2 weeks, but we have put a rush on it to see if it can be done quicker. We 

are confident a vinyl will pass because vinyls pass on these, but we cannot be 

100% sure until we hear back. 

ZAS RESPONSE: Specify COM for now (assume vinyl). New selection will need 

to be reviewed and selected with Library. 

 

3. Bivi Rumble Seat 

o Back fabric Ebb & Flow does not pass 

ZAS RESPONSE: Specify COM for now (assume vinyl). New selection will need 

to be reviewed and selected with Library. 

 

Seat fabric Arc Com Task Force does not pass either ZAS RESPONSE: Specify 

ZAS RESPONSE: COM for now (assume vinyl). New selection will need to be 

reviewed and selected with Library. 

 

4. Steelcase Pouf 

o Fabric for this needs to be tested just like the Big Lounges (same fabric) 

ZAS RESPONSE: COM for now (assume vinyl). New selection will need to be 

reviewed and selected with Library if for some reason it doesn’t pass. 
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BID PACKAGE #4 – TEKNION 

1. In the description of the WR-1 for Room 105, it says 72” overhead cabinet.  Since the 

desk is 30”d and the return is 48”w and it looks like in the picture it spans the whole 

desk, can I change this to a 78”w hutch? 

ZAS RESPONSE: Yes—hutch to span length of desk (78”) 

 

2. In the component notes, it says modesty panels shall be partial height.  Does that 

include the main desk or do you want that to be a recessed full modesty panel? 

ZAS RESPONSE: Partial height modesty panel on all WR-1, WR-2, WR-3 

 

3. WR-2 is calling out for a 30x48 and a 24x72, but the WR-3 is calling out for a 

30x72 and a 24x48 – could you please confirm that is how you would like it or if 

I need to make the WR-3 a 30x48 and a 24x72 please? 

ZAS RESPONSE: WR-2 should receive 30”x60” (main work surface) and the 

lower return work surface which spans underneath the main worksurface as 

shown in rendering with storage below would be 24”x60”  

 

4. The drawing shows two WS-1 and one WS-2.  Should it be three WS-1 and one WS-

2? 

ZAS RESPONSE: Yes Quantity of 3 WS-1 in Material Handing Room 102 
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5. On the WS-1, it says 2 frosted removable screens – are you looking to have 1 screen 

per table and if so, are you looking to have this on the back of the table or on the 

side? 

ZAS RESPONSE: Total of 5 screens in Material Handling Room 102 (used as 

dividers between users – only at WS-1 workstations) 

 

 

6. Just confirming that with the one WS-2, you want two mobile box/files with cushions? 

ZAS RESPONSE: WS-2 does not receive a mobile box/ file with cushion in lieu 

of 2 noted on specs and no frosted screen (essentially is just an extra table 

used as workstation). Total of 3 mobile box/ file with cushions in Material 

handling Room 102 (these are only at WS-1) 

 

 

7. In the notes below the pictures, it says “provide allowance for 3 accessories per 

workstation”.  If you have the frosted screen on the table, where are you looking to 

add the accessory rail? 

ZAS RESPONSE: Assume accessory rail in allowance  

 

8. #3 it mentions personal storage towers, but I don’t see that listed anywhere in 

the rest of bid package #4.  Should this be omitted or am I missing something? 
ZAS RESPONSE: Omit note about personal towers  

 

 

9. Assuming note #8 is just a general message?  In Bid Package #4, there are 

only 30”w lateral files.  Again just assuming this is a general statement, but 

hoping I’m not missing something. 
ZAS RESPONSE: Correct, note #8 is a general message. All lateral files are 

30”w.  

 

 

10. #9 is contradicting the rest of bid package #4.  It says provide full length 

laminate modesty panels, but everywhere else, it says partial height modesty 

panels.  Assuming that I’m sticking with the partial height? 
ZAS RESPONSE: Omit note--Stick with partial height  

 
 

 

- End of Addendum #2 

 

 

 


